Wednesday, December 7, 1932.

**T. E. N. FEATURES FIVE NOTED MEN**

Three Members of Institute Staff Disclose Facts About M. I. T.

In the December T. E. N., on sale today, find five interesting interviews, each written by a specialist in his field, with three of the more important members of the staff of Technology: Professor Edward L. Bowen, Ralph B. Bennett, and Asa G. Whitney.

This issue of the engineering news monthly comes greatly assisted by the able and勒lently published in "Engineering and Economics," by Professor R. E. Baldwin of Cornell University. Professor Baldwin stresses the importance of augmenting a technical education with knowledge of a more general nature. He mentions specifically four lines to follow, the development of one's social being, the necessity of understanding personal management, acquiring the ability to reason, and to practice engineering, considering that no knowledge will be of use unless it is backed up thoroughly.

"Vitalized Education" is the present title of an article written for this issue, which is entitled "Vitalized Education in the College," by Professor M. E. T. writes on the Laboratory Side." The former gives the argument of the necessity of engineering education. He advocates a flexible curriculum of study, which shall have a standard unifying field of study, and an open field of study, which is but "an opportunity" with a view and it is from this point of view that the student may be trained in what he wishes to be trained.
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